Setting SAIL
By Lester Earnest

The best move of my life was in 1965 when I changed from being a corrupt
Pentagoner to the more open world of Stanford University while still feeding
from the same trough.
Unfortunately that trough has continued to feed enormous amounts of taxpayer
money to Wall Street with the help of the Defense Department and members of
Congress who are legally bribed with campaign contributions. I have been
trying to get that into the open for the last 60 years without success.
These slides are slightly modified from the originals to correct a few errors and
omissions such as the following: In my 66 years so far since entering the
computer field I have invented a lot of stuff that came into widespread use but
few people know that because I did it all in open source mode, without patents
(except for one done for some vulture capitalists), or proprietary withholdings
and was pleased to see others develop commercial versions that made many
billions of dollars.

Growing Up in San Diego
• Born on Saturnalia 1930

• Began cycling at age 2.5

• Started building
construction at age 3

• Constructed a body surf
board at age 5

More Growing Up
• Dishonorably discharged from Cub Scouts at age 7, so I never got to be a Boy Scout.
• Got an FBI record at age 11 as a result of dabbling in cryptography.
• Somehow got into Caltech on a scholarship at age 17 and was inspired to become a
chemist by my freshman chemistry teacher, Linus Pauling.
• Also ran wild – playing football, managing the basketball team, managing the Freshman
Monthly Lecture Luncheons, singing in Glee Club, appearing in theatrical productions,
and selling ice cream door-to-door in the evening instead of studying.
• Because of a class in World History that was actually about European Royalty, who were
of no interest to me, I flunked out but was told I could continue a year later if I made up
that class and grew up! I later learned that John McCarthy also flunked out there as a
freshman four years ahead of me.
• I made up that class at San Diego State College and had a good time because there were
girls there, unlike Caltech. However I never grew up.
• In 1949 got a summer job working as a guinea pig for JCR Licklider at the Naval
Electronics Lab in San Diego, which turned me on to electronics. “Lick” later started the
ARPA IPT office that funded SAIL and also initiated ARPAnet among other things.

Further Education
• Read an article on Theremins in 1950 and built a couple of them using
vacuum tube circuits.
• Became interested in building a new kind of instrument, tentatively called a
Chordemin, that would use digital frequency division to make variablepitch chords instead of single notes. However I also knew that it should be
made from transistors, which I didn’t understand and couldn’t find anyone
who did.
• Back at Caltech I switched my major to Electrical Engineering, became a
part-time private eye and was elected Pope of Blacker House where,
together with my College of Cardinals, I was responsible for the
counterculture movement to lower student morals and measure progress
with semi-annual Purity Tests. I then flunked out again but was again
allowed to continue.
• Graduated in 1953, knowing that I would likely have to serve in the Korean
War.

Naval Service
• Found a way to avoid being drafted into the Army by joining the
Navy’s Restricted Line program for which I qualified by having an
engineering degree and poor eyesight. I thus became an Aviation
Electronics Officer in 1953 and ended up in a computer research lab
in suburban Philadelphia, PA.

• Along the way I attended naval schools in Newport, RI, and
Jacksonville, FL, visited Havana long before Castro’s time, was jailed
in Tallapoosa County, Alabama, and attended another naval school
near Memphis, TN, when Elvis was getting his start there.

More Navy
• At the Naval Air Development Center in Johnsville, PA, I helped
do digital check solutions of aircraft flight simulations in support
of Typhoon, the world’s largest and fastest analog computer, but
had to use an IBM CPC, a crude electromechanical computer
with just 40 words of memory.
• Rewired our computer to make it much faster and then helped
acquire a better computer.

MIT and MITRE Corporation
• In 1956, joined the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Lincoln Laboratory to help design SAGE (Semi-Automatic
Ground Environment), which was supposed to be an air
defense system for North America but turned out to be a fraud
that was kept going for 25 years for the financial benefit of
crooked corporations such as AT&T, IBM, GE, Boeing, Convair,
Lockheed and lots of others.
• MIT backed away in 1958 by moving its participants into the
nonprofit MITRE Corporation, which is still going today along
with most of the crooked for-profit corporations, having
successfully completed the biggest military-industrialcongressional fraud of the 20th Century.

More SAGE
• I was made responsible for the design of weapons guidance and control for SAGE
including manned interceptors and Bomarc ground-to-air missiles. I quickly figured out
that it was a fraud but since that fact was classified I could not talk about it publicly without
going to jail.

• In 1959 I was put in charge of obtaining Federal Government permission to put nuclear
warheads on Bomarc missiles, a really bad idea, but succeeded.
• Along the way I wrote a classified report titled “Inadvertent Erection of the IM-99A”
pointing out that a system design error could cause Bomarcs to erroneously erect , then
abort. That title raised a few eyebrows and a week after I wrote that it happened, so I was
then put in charge of fixing it.

SAGE Descendants
• Given the financial success of SAGE for Wall Street, many
descendants were created, including the “Strategic Defense
Initiative” by President Reagan (aka “Star Wars”), and fake ICBM
defense systems deployed during the administration of George W.
Bush and continued by the Obama administration.
• Early on I was assigned to provide systems engineering support for
Air Force System 438L, a fake military intelligence system being
managed by a Colonel Morneau, who knew nothing about computers
but was supervising multi-million dollar projects run by incompetent
IBM groups.
• After documenting one of their major blunders at SAC Headquarters
in Omaha, in 1961 I proposed a system that would actually work,
which was built and became the first search engine, called ROUT
(Retrieval of Unformatted Text), long before the creation of general
purpose computer networks.

Spare Time Work
• While working on SAGE I also pursued a Masters Degree in
Electrical Engineering at MIT, which required that I become a full
time student for awhile, an awkward situation given that I was
supporting a wife and three kids.
• Nevertheless I chose to do a thesis on machine recognition of
cursive writing and was awarded the degree in 1960 even though
that project was only partly completed on the TX-0 computer at MIT.
• One of my thesis supervisors invited me to continue on the more
powerful TX-2 computer at Lincoln Lab, clearly wanting me to turn it
into a PhD dissertation. I agreed to continue, not because I wanted a
PhD – I didn’t, but because I enjoyed doing the research.

More Fun on TX-2
• On the TX-2 I met a several people working on PhDs including Larry
Roberts, Ivan Sutherland, and Leonard Kleinrock, among others, and
we generally helped each other whenever possible.
• Having earlier initiated the use of light pens for doing interactive
drawing and writing on display screens, I made my subroutines for
doing that available on TX-2 and Ivan used a similar subroutine in
his Sketchpad interactive drawing system.
• I eventually figured out that in order to do cursive handwriting
recognition I needed a spelling checker, but there were no online
dictionaries then, so I typed in the allegedly 10,000 most common
English words, only to discover that the compliers had given heavy
weight to the King James version of the Bible, so I ended up with a
lot of archaic words like “thee, thy, thou”. I added some modern
words such as “radar” and “television”.

Completion
• I got the cursive handwriting recognizer working in 1962 though it
turned out to be not good enough to replace keyboards, as I had
hoped. I could have turned it into a PhD dissertation but didn’t fancy
myself as academic, so I instead submitting my report to the
International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) and won a
free trip to Munich for their international conference that year.
• Little did I realize that just three years later I would be managing a
research facility for PhD candidates and serving on the Computer
Science acceptance committee to decide who should be admitted to
graduate programs.
• MITRE then sent me full time to CIA Headquarters in northern
Virginia for a year but instead of disrupting my family, with some kids
just starting school, I commuted to the Washington DC area on a
weekly basis, Monday through Friday.

CIA Learning Experience
• At CIA I soon figured out that our charter, to integrate two existing and very large
databases, was ill-conceived and wrote a report pointing that out and saying that
after some research it likely would be possible to integrate these databases going
forward but integrating the historical collections would not work. However I was
ignored.
• Soon after arriving there I demonstrated that their polygraph tests were absurd,
then caught them deliberately lying to the public.
• I stuck with my position while learning a lot about CIA, including the fact that they
are politically corrupt and should not be trusted to decide anything.
• However our ongoing government allows them to use drones to kill anyone
outside the US they don’t like, including US Citizens, with no legal oversight. That
is a revolting situation.
• When I left CIA the guy in charge of our committee took me out to lunch to say
“You know, you were right” but as far as I know they never followed my advice.

Air Force Technology Review
• During May through August 1983 I was assigned to an Air Force project in
Los Angeles to review and predict technological advances and
recommend what should be done. I chose to load my family in the car and
drop them with family in San Diego so that I could commute on a weekly
basis to LA.
• I wrote a report recommending what should be done and pointing out that
the Defense Department had been screwing up big time by designing
systems from the top down, focusing first on services for Generals and
eventually getting down to the working level, where these systems turned
out not to work. I recommended a bottom-up approach with a complete
redesign each time a step up was undertaken.
• The Colonel in charge of my group said “You can’t say that they have been
making mistakes” and proceeded to censor my report, making it useless.

Joint Chiefs of Staff
• In the Fall of 1963 I agreed to work on the so-called World Wide Military
Command and Control System (WWMCCS) for the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
working in the Pentagon. I moved my family to Fairfax, VA, to be close,
putting my children in their racist school system.
• I often attended morning intelligence briefings of the Joint Chiefs and their
senior staff, which were held in a two story room in a Pentagon basement,
with the presenters and other lower class people like me confined to the
bottom floor while the Chiefs hung put in an enclosed structure on a
balcony and could be heard only when they spoke on the PA system.
• Wanting to know more about the Pentagon’s geographical view of the
world, which is based on military command boundaries, I sent a staff
member to research it. I then received a screaming phone call from a
Colonel telling me to never send that person there again because he had a
beard, which they didn’t allow their staff to do.

Setting SAIL
• In 1965 my friend Ivan Sutherland, who had taken over the ARPA
IPT office from JCR Licklider, offered me a position in his office. In
response I said my goal was to get as far from the Pentagon as
possible.
• Ivan thought about that for a moment, then said “Perhaps I have
something for you.” He said they had awarded several million dollars
to Stanford for a new computer research facility, then figured out that
the person in charge (John McCarthy) was a poor administrator, so
he suggested that I volunteer to go there as Executive Officer and
make it work. I immediately agreed, loaded my family in our car and
drove straight there for an interview. Meanwhile Ivan apparently put
in a good word for me and I was hired.
• Ivan then hired Bob Taylor to join his office and later moved on to
Harvard.

Startup
• Upon arrival at Stanford, where the AI Project was housed on the second
floor of Polya Hall, I learned that a bunch of computer equipment had been
ordered that would fill a space about the size of a basketball half-court and
that there was no place to put it.
• After some research I proposed importing two portable structures that
could be glued together and placed in some open space between Polya
and Pine Halls, but the Administration said they would not allow the use of
portable structures based on aesthetic grounds.
• They subsequently asked us to move into a hollow building in the foothills
about six miles above the main campus, which I agreed to do, and a short
time later they brought in hundreds of portable buildings to provide student
housing on campus. The real reason they wanted us in the hills was so
that the D.C. Power Building there would have a high enough occupancy
rate for it to qualify for overhead charges on government contracts.

Getting Settled
• When I asked the Stanford Buildings and Grounds Department who
would design the interior of our new space they said “You.” Even
though I had no experience in that area I did it, laying out offices and
restrooms and putting the computer room, with false floors, in what
was originally planned to be the cafeteria.
• Given that Stanford was not going to provide food services, I put a
coffee room in a central location next to a meeting room so that
people who accidentally met there could sit down and talk while
having a cup of coffee, tea, or whatever and that turned out to be a
productive meeting ground.
• Stanford managed to build the facility in a few months, just in time for
the arrival of the computer equipment, so we then moved in.

Rooms with a View

Problems
• A number of problems arose with the new equipment. The DEC PDP-6 computer
arrived on schedule but didn’t work even though they put a full time engineer on it
for weeks. The contractor that had agreed to build a six console display system
reneged and backed out. The Librascope disk system, which was supposed to do
both memory swapping and permanent file storage, turned out to be so
temperature sensitive that a one degree shift in room temperature caused it to
start forgetting.
• Nevertheless on 6/6/66 with the help of some graduate students who put dry ice
under the false floor to cool things down and some others who stood on the roof
spraying water for further cooling, we managed to get the computer to pass its
acceptance tests while Dave Poole performed an East European folk dance atop
one the of memory cabinets, so we then went to work.
• A few weeks later the computer started malfunctioning at 12 second intervals and
it took us awhile to figure out that this was caused by an improperly grounded
memory cabinet that was being tickled by the SAGE radar atop Mt. Umunhum
south of San Jose. The radar was apparently trying to get even with me for
badmouthing it.

Relations with John McCarthy
• John McCarthy gave me freedom initially but things tightened up after I figured out that he
generally ignored personal conflicts of interest and I started inhibiting him. For example,
he was a major stockholder and a member of the Board of Directors of Information
International Incorporated (III or Triple-Eye) but often awarded them sole source contracts
without even considering alternatives.
• Another example: before I got there he purchased the Triple-Eye-Eye, an image dissector
camera, for about $35,000 even though it was grossly inferior in performance to ordinary
television cameras costing $5,000 or less.
• He then awarded III a study contract of over $10,000 to consider adding an image
intensifier to the image dissector and got back a report claiming that would work.
• Smelling a rat, at that point I did some research and wrote a report titled “Choosing an
Eye for a Computer” that refuted their claim and pointed the way toward future visual
sensors.
• My relationship with McCarthy then went to arms length but he continued his misconduct,
the worst case being the six console display system built defectively by III that nearly
caused me to blow the whistle and quit.

Computer Networks
• Computer networks are a result of four main developments so far, with more to
come. By chance I contributed to all four and am evidently the only person in the
world who did that.
• 1950s: Creation of the SAGE air defense system, the first interactive computer
system and the first computer network. Initiated by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) with funding from the US Air Defense Command.
• 1960s: ARPAnet, the first general purpose network, was also initiated by people
from MIT.
• 1970s: Internet Protocols developed at Stanford by a group headed by Vint Cerf
which enabled networks of different types to be interconnected in the 1980s.
• 1990s: The World Wide Web, developed by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN in
Switzerland, provided a standardized interactive user interface, enabling
cooperative research, commercial development, and improved search engines.

Some of My Inventions
• I initiated the inventions of a number of things, each of which comes with a story, and
generally with a lot of help from my colleagues. I operated in “open source” mode and had
no problem with other people taking my inventions and turning them into money-making
commercial products that ultimately became worth many billions pf dollars.
• First spelling checker (1961), which was later improved by Ralph Gorin (SPELL, 1971)
and then spread around the world via the newly formed ARPAnet.
• First search engine (ROUT 1961), implemented by a group at MITRE Corp. while I was
sent off to CIA Headquarters.
• First cursive handwriting recognizer (CURSE 1962).
• First hand-eye-ear robot (1966), programmed by Karl Pingle, Jeff Singer and Bill
Wichman, which used computer vision and a mechanical arm to play with children’s
colored blocks. Later Raj Reddy and his students enabled it to take verbal orders on what
to do, as shown in the film “Hear! Here!” which can be seen on YouTube.
• First personal online calendar (LESCAL 1968), which subsequently was used for years by
the Stanford Registrar to make academic calendars with dates for class commencement,
midterm and final exams, etc.

First Attempt at a Self-Driving Vehicle
• In 1967 I acquired the Stanford Cart, recruited EE PhD student
Rodney Schmidt to restore its television transmitter and remote
control link, posted a warning sign on the entrance to our facility
and got ramps built on the front steps so that the Cart could get
from our lab to the street and back.

Cart goes Indoors
• However as soon as we got the Cart working under manual
control, John McCarthy took it away from me so that he could
play with it, which pissed me off a lot.
• He then backed away from attempting to steer it on the road
based on visual inputs, which turned out to be valid because
computers of that era were not up to the task.
• In the late 1970s, Hans Moravec then used the cart to navigate
slowly through an indoor environment with obstructions and
received a PhD.
• Hans then went to Carnegie Mellon University, joining Raj
Reddy there in forming a Robotics Institute.

Technology Returns
• In 2003 Sebastian Thrun, who had participated in the Robotics
Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, came to Stanford,
revived SAIL, initiated a new autonomous vehicle project and
developed a robot car called Stanley that won the 2005 DARPA
Grand Challenge, a race across the Nevada desert.
• Thrun and some of his colleagues then moved to nearby
Google and created their driverless car, which is still under
development though Thrun has since gone elsewhere.

More Inventions
• In 1971, with major help from Larry Tesler, we put together a document
compiler with spreadsheets and other advanced features (PUB), which
subsequently was improved by a CMU student and many of its features
were included in the much later Hyper-Text Markup Language (html)
though with a different syntax, which became the basis of the World Wide
Web.
• In 1974 John McCarthy, Martin Frost and I put together a network news
service (NS) , with Martin doing most of the work, giving instant access to
news stories from Associated Press and New York Times Newswires using
the same Boolean search algorithm that I had introduced in 1961 as part of
the first search engine (ROUT). This was used by a lot of people including
the emergency response team at Livermore Labs during the Three Mile
Island nuclear meltdown in 1979 and by Chinese students in the US who
were trying to follow the 1989 pro-democracy demonstrations in
Tiananmen Square. Similar commercial services were developed later.

Food Services
• In 1975 I set up the first computer controlled vending machine, called
the Prancing Pony, named after a Pub in Tolkein’s Middle Earth, to
meet food needs at SAIL. It sold almost everything including beer
and “grass” and automatically billed via email.
• Under age people who attempted to buy beer were told “Sorry kid.”
• In 1973 I handled local arrangements for the International Joint
Conference for Artificial Intelligence and put together a booklet of
restaurant reviews from multiple people. Working with Kasee Menke
we later turned that into a restaurant review booklet called California
YumYum that was sold at the Stanford Bookstore and also put it up
on ARPAnet as a free service for those who could access it.
Eventually Yelp turned that into a business.

The First Social Network
• To keep track of the many people at SAIL working at all hours of
the day and night, seven days a week, in the early 1970s I
wrote a program called FINGER to snoop on them that also
included a “Plan” page for each person so that they could reveal
travel plans.
• Other labs adopted our software and then asked that it be
enabled to look at anyone on the network, not just those at a
single site, so we added that.
• The users then flipped it over on us, turning it into the first social
network and using the Plan files as personal blogs.

The Future of Social Networking
• I view the commercial social networks that have since
appeared, such as Facebook, as abominations in that they
collect and commercially exploit personal contact information,
unlike FINGER. My Bucket List includes a plan to destroy them,
which I hope to accomplish before I croak.
• Happily open source software can be used to fill the need for
social networking without commercial exploitation, so I hope
that happens soon.

Bicycle Racing
• Beginning in 1973, I was dragged into bike racing by my two sons and, after racing a bit,
figured out that the officiating was uneven, so I took that up. and ended up officiating at
thousands of bike races: local, state, national and international including Olympics.
• I initiated reforms of American racing rules and regulationsthen completely rewrote them
in 1979 and got them adopted.
• Initiated the push for a strong helmet rule in the early 1980s, which turned out to be so
unpopular that I lost my seat on the national board of directors but nevertheless got it
adopted in 1986. It then spread around the world and has saved thousands of lives.
• Introduced the first anti-doping rules in 1984 and added a prohibition on blood doping in
1985, which eventually nailed Lance Armstrong and his crooked colleagues.
• In 1993 I initiated the creation of a consolidated racing organization called USA Cycling
but my legislation got perverted through briberies by commercial interests with the result
that U.S. bicycle racing, like that of most other countries, is corrupt to the core.
• In 2000 & 2001 I successfully sued the crooks twice but didn’t get rid of them, so I am
continuing the fight.

SAIL Accomplished a Lot
• Seventeen former SAIL associates have earned ACM Turing
Awards, which are generally regarded as the Nobel Prizes of
Computer Science.
• SAIL graduates populate universities and corporations around
the world, including many SAIL spinoffs such as Amazon, Apple,
Microsoft, Sun Microsystems (now part of Oracle), Cisco
Systems, D.E. Shaw & Associates, Google, and Rambus.
• Bill Gates, Paul Allen, Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak were all
introduced to interactive computing by people from SAIL.
• However we never blew our horns, unlike Microsoft, Xerox
PARC, Apple and the other commercial entities.

HALT!
A this point I looked at my watch and saw that I had talked far too
long, so I shut down and invited people to attend the reception for
beer, wine, delicious strawberries and other munchies.

